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OBJECTIVES
1. To introduce participants to “new” PubMed
2. To explain the features of PubMed searching
3. To demonstrate PubMed searching and search features

WHAT IS PUBMED?
• PubMed is a free database of more than 30 million citations for published articles in the fields of
biomedicine and health.

• PubMed provides access to MEDLINE, the National Library of Medicine’s database of citations (e.g.,
title, author, journal, publication date) and abstracts in the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry,

veterinary medicine, health care systems, and preclinical sciences.
• PubMed includes links to the full text from other sources, when available, such as the publisher’s

website, the PubMed Central (PMC) archive, and subscriptions by your medical library.
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PUBMED

BACK END
• There is a more modern hub
• Features fast, more intuitive search results
• PubMed now runs in the cloud, whole new structure in the backend. This
means increased long-term stability and sustainability of the platform.
• New PubMed has incorporated user feedback and user behaviour
analytics

PUBMED
FRONT END
• New interface
• A more intuitive, responsive PubMed
• Better mobile experience (increase in mobile users)
• Results page has changed
• “Best Match” is improved
• Highlighted snippets of search query
• Improved sidebar navigation
• Better cite feature
• Sharing via social media
• Enhanced British / American mapping
• Unlimited truncation (formerly limited to the first 600 variations of a word ending)
• Improved British /American mapping
• Improvement of searching by synonyms
• For free full text- up to 5 LinkOut Outside Tools icon

PERSONALISING PUBMED – MY NCBI
Recommended : get a My NCBI account. Why?
• You can automatically email searches
• No more “not a robot” verification process
• Create alerts: save a search and PubMed will automatically email new results
• Build collections of searches
• Clipboard saves searches for 8 hours
• Save search history for 6 months

HOW TO DO A SIMPLE SEARCH
• Best practice: new searchers
• First thing, precision searching will derive precision results. Be specific.

• Use natural language. In the backend, PubMed will add relevant Medical Subject Headings (MeSH®), and
other synonyms to improve your search. Use the “Advanced” function (found under the search box) to
see your search details.
• Avoid quotation marks and other punctuation
• Avoid truncation (*)
• Best practice: advanced searchers

Presenter search
Hypertensive rabbits
Presenter search
Heart attack

• For advanced searchers: using a “PICO” framework for searching will derive precision results.

HOW TO DO A SIMPLE SEARCH
BEST BASIC SEARCH PRACTICES

For beginners

HOW TO FIND A KNOWN ARTICLE
• Copy the article title into the search box.
• Enter the citation elements you have (author, title words, journal volume,
year, etc.) and let PubMed’s citation sensor find the article for you e.g.
✓Exact title is known: The King Is Dead: Clark Gable's Heart Attack
✓Author and part of title are known: Seecheran 4-leaf clover 2020
✓Subject and journal title are known: Covid-19 / Lancet. Use the “Advanced”
function (found under the search box), to search by journal name, using the
option on the drop-down menu.

HOW TO SEARCH FOR AN AUTHOR
• Best practice: start with last name and initials
• Use single citation matcher to check for a specific author/ if you have a list of titles to verify citation
info/ if you have a list if titles and need the PMIDs.
• For example: Teelucksingh S Search by surname and initials (without punctuation) (capitalization not
needed)
• You may also search using field tag [au], e.g. seemungal[au]

• Avoid searching using full author names

• Not all PubMed records include full author names
• Using full first names may miss articles where only initials were provided

• Searching by author can be tricky - common names

Presenter search
Author search:
Teelucksingh, S

• Many authors share a common name. Find an article by your author and click on the link of the
author’s name. This function runs a “computed author” algorithm that groups articles most likely by
your author of interest (based on co-authors, affiliation and topic terms) and brings them to the top
of your search results.

HOW TO INTERPRET THE RESULTS AND RECORD
1.

Results: begin with the best match, remaining results are those that match your search criteria as well

2.

Filters: use to further refine results

3.

Filters: must clear all for new searches, customise, must highlight

4.

Filters: Graph: Subject search- graph shows trends in literature, expand graph to show results by year

5.

Save: select records and save as a file to download in various formats

6.

Email: select records and email to yourself or someone else

7.

Send to: CLIPBOARD save records to a clipboard for up to 8 hours/ MY BIBLIOGRAPHY (if you are the
author)/ COLLECTIONS / CITATION MANAGER

8.

Cite: Click cite to capture your desired citation format (NLM) **copy-and-paste or to download to your
computer to be imported into a citation manager software.

9.

Graph: expandable graph showing trends in literature

10. Share: to your favourite social media or save the permalink for your bibliography

HOW TO GET THE FULL-TEXT OF AN ARTICLE
• Free Full Text Filter
o Review your results list.
o Note the Filter Sidebar on the left.
o Click "Free full text" to narrow results to free online sources including PubMed Central, and publishers' websites.
o Alternatively, include free full text[Filter] in your query.
• PubMed Central (PMC) - www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
o When full text is available in PubMed Central, the "Free in PMC" icon will appear on the citation's abstract display
under Full-Text Links.
o Click the icon to view the article in PMC. PubMed Central is the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) free digital
archive of biomedical and life sciences journal literature.
• From the Publisher
o Journal publishers or related organizations may provide free access to articles, for free after registering as an
individual or guest, or for a fee.
o When available, icons linking to these sources can be found on the citation's abstract display under the "Full-Text
Links" and/or "LinkOut" sections.
• Institutional Subscription
o The Medical Sciences Library‘s electronic resource subscriptions provide access to academic journals. This access is
instant in the networked environment where the article immediately connects to the linked resource.

HOW TO DO AN ADVANCED SEARCH

It is from the query box on the
advanced search page that you execute your advanced search

HOW TO DO AN ADVANCED SEARCH

PRESENTER SEARCH 1

PRESENTER SEARCH 2

• Pediatrics (spelling forms)

(men and breast cancer) the search

• Beast/breast cancer

maps to all forms of the term

MESH – controlled subject vocabulary
WHAT IS MESH - The formal definition
• MESH is an acronym for Medical Subject Headings.

• It is the U.S. National Library of Medicine's controlled vocabulary (thesaurus).
• MESH is a comprehensive controlled vocabulary for the purpose of indexing journal articles and books in
biomedical literature. It serves as a thesaurus that facilitates searching.

• MESH is arranged in a hierarchical manner called the MeSH Tree Structures.
• Use MESH to build more precise searches without typing

WHAT IS MESH - The simpler definition
• MESH – think of it as a thesaurus of medical terms which are uniform and consistent.
• You can use Mesh terms to build more precise searches without typing

JOURNALS IN NCBI DATABASES
• This is the authority source for abbreviating journal titles when citing
works in the Vancouver citation style.

FEATURES TO RELY ON -RECAP

SESSION RECAP
• What is PubMed? Explaining Legacy PubMed/ New PubMed
• Personalizing PubMed- My NCBI, email automatic, not a robot gone, saves
searches and alerts not rebuilt, clipboard saves searches for 8 hours
• Searching PubMed
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to do a simple search
How to search for a known article
How to search an author
How to do an advanced search
How to interpret results and record
How to get the full-text article

• MESH searching NCBI Journals Catalogue
• Citation- improved, use NLM

IMPORTANT!

CLEAR YOUR FILTERS
FOR ALL NEW SEARCHES

SESSION FEEDBACK LINK
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=Ku

pABOviREat2LyPNxBbYea8ZD8G7oRMp29BiH99bfRUQkgx
WjJONlpETDFBWVdTOUZQSTBRTjNRSi4u

Ask A Librarian
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